“The goal of socialism is communism.” V. I. Lenin
Democrat National Committee Chair Thomas Perez recently called Alexandria OcasioCortez, a pedal-to-the-metal Socialist, “the future of the party.” Being a curious person, my
questions for Colorado Democrats are these: Is that your party or theirs? Are the Venezuelan,
anti-American dreams of Perez, Ocasio-Cortez, Obama, Clinton, Pelosi and right down the
Democrat line, your dreams too? If your answer is Theirs, why are you still calling yourself a
Democrat? Why have you allowed yourself to be intimidated into silence while they hijacked
your party? Why are you not striding into your County Clerks Office and changing your political
affiliation to anything but megalomaniacal, Deranged Leftist, which is where the Democrat Party
now resides? Why are you are not leaving the Party which has left you? Maybe it is time to look
in your mirror and ask the person you see there, “Why are you letting this sect of crack-brained
lunatics use your vote to promote their Venezuelan dreams?”
“The real lessons of what has happened there [Venezuela] should not be lost on the
American people. Venezuela is an oil-rich country with some of the most fertile land in South
America, and yet people are starving to death and the economy is a complete shambles. Why?
Because the state controls everything. It promised to give the people everything they needed
and wanted. Instead, it took everything they had. Yet one more example of the “virtues” of
socialism.” Lewis Morris
Winston Churchill was only partially right when he opined, “Socialism is a philosophy of
failure, the creed of ignorance, and the gospel of envy; its inherent virtue is the equal sharing of
misery.” It is not the equal sharing of misery. To the contrary it is a dreary two-class society of
a ruling, self-anointed, five-percent elite consuming 95% of the caviar and 100% of the
champagne (H. L. Mencken) and the ruled masses. The above named latent Communists
(wealthy to mega-wealthy every one of them), the social parasites of leftist academia, and all of
their brainwashed acolytes too, view themselves as being that ruling five percent. They are not
interested in sharing your misery. Oh no, they are interested in directing and enforcing your
misery.

